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Expanding Possibilities in the Classroom

The ClearOne Curriculum Guide makes it easy to use your Flexible Educational Cameras in the classroom
by providing comprehensive usage instructions, image processing tutorials, complete lesson plans for lab
activities and a special support section for teachers. Take a look at these samples from the Curriculum
Guide and see why it is an indispensable tool for enhancing education in the science classroom.

Curriculum Guide CD includes Flexible
Camera user manuals, image files and
a PDF of the curriculum guide.

Teacher Notes provide important tips
on conducting labs as well as answers
to lab analysis.

Operating Instructions with complete
set-up and usage instructions for
ClearOne Flexible Cameras.

Image Processing Overview describes
basic image processing activities,
software and assessment strategies.

Lab Activities feature thirty-two 
comprehensive science lessons with
clear objectives and instructions.
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Provides a Comprehensive Solution
The Curriculum Guide provides 300+ pages of exciting lesson ideas, image processing tutorials and detailed lab activities.The pages below,
taken from the Table of Contents, illustrate the range of information provided in the Curriculum Guide.

2  ~  Table of Contents
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Makes Cameras Easy to Use
The Operating Instructions section gives you completely illustrated, step-by-step instructions so you can easily get your ClearOne Flexible
Educational Camera connected and ready for use. As shown in the sample pages below, instructions are also included for loading your image
processing software and drivers.

Operating Instructions  ~  3

Detailed illustrations and instructions
make connecting the cameras to 
televisions or computers quick and easy.

Software and driver installation 
procedures have been created for both
PC and Macintosh computers.
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Explains Image Processing
Once your camera is up and running and your software is installed, the Image Processing section will introduce you to the world of image 
capture and photo and video editing using ArcSoft's VideoImpressions™ and PhotoStudio® software. You'll get image processing tutorials for
the Image J freeware image processing program as well as suggested classroom activities and assessment strategies.

4  ~  Image Processing Overview

Each software section begins with an
overview to familiarize you with the
different toolbars and program views.

Step-by-step instructions explain how to
perform different actions such as anno-
tating images, editing and saving.

"Let's try it" activities allow you and
your students to practice image 
processing techniques on images
included on the CD.


